
 

Chapter 6  

 

Observation & Evaluation 

 

The Distributed Firewall Server and the DFS client Daemon was implemented and 

successfully tested on the Microsoft virtual PC 2007 environment within a one PC and a 

ADSL router. This implementation also tested between 2 virtual pc environments (with 2 

PC’s) Connected via ADSL router.  

 

6.1 Goals 

The Goals of these experiments were to  

• Evaluate the DFS server rule propagation and network layer error 

detection such as no route to host, Connection time out etc. 

• Test the DFS client daemon process security measures when startup. (user 

privileges level) 

• Check and evaluate the security measures of the DFS client daemon. (host 

allow directive in the dfs configuration file)  

• Evaluate the accuracy of the iptables rule generation engine. 

• Evaluate the high availability solution and resource migration in case of a 

main DFS server failure 

• Check the Mysql data replication using the clustered solution 

• Evaluate the SMS based remote node querying method 

• Evaluate the critical sms alert, sound alert, and mail alert generation in 

case of a node failure 

• Evaluate the role based security measures in the web application. 

• Evaluate and test the web based monitoring interface functionality 

• Check the resource utilization on the system (cpu load, memory ) 

 

 



 

 

 

6.2 Testing and Evaluation 

 

PHP based front end application was used to generate some known firewall rules. This 

covered possible and practical firewall settings (iptables consists of lot of parameters, 

due to time constraints author has implemented possible and practical rules only in the 

rule generation engine) with different iptables parameters and chains.  

 

All the rules were generated successfully and the author has tested the drop, accept rules 

using the telnet utility. Telnet utility allowed testing the TCP connection establishment. 

(iptables is an advanced packet filtering engine and the author has focused more on 

the rule generation syntax part.) 

 

All the DFS error handling functions were tested successfully such as no route to host, 

connection establishment errors and invalid requests from an unknown hosts. The author 

has tested the DFS client daemon process configuration with various parameters in the 

configuration file. e.g. super user privileges, normal user privileges and DFS client 

daemons behavior. (Daemon process should run as the super user or the root user in order 

to apply the iptables firewall rules).  

 

DFS server requests and client responses are tested with the database records such as 

connection timeout error codes, no route to host error codes, connection establishment 

error codes etc. and the results were verified with the DFS client node monitoring 

interfaces. (Sound alerts, and sms alerts generation) 

 

SMS based querying was tested, with a Wavecom M1306B modem. The white-list 

security implementation was also tested with a phone number which was not listed in the 

white-list file.  SMS gateway simply rejected that query. 

 



The author has evaluated the DFS server/ and DFS client daemon resource utilization on 

the Linux operating system. The entire time CPU load, memory fingerprint was 

negligible. 

 

The other main consideration was to check the high availability solution in case of a 

failure in the main DFS server. (Distributed Firewall Server). Main server was run on the 

Virtual IP address and when the network is disconnected on the main Server, that Virtual 

IP was taken by the DFS slave server. And also MON service monitor restarts the Apache 

and DFS server process on the Slave Node. Clients were connected without any 

interruption and web based monitoring interface was loaded without any interruption to 

the service. 

 

Mysql data replication was tested with the high availability and resource migration 

testing phase with some sample zone file creation. After a few seconds all changes 

appeared on the replication server (Slave server or the Backup server). 

 

Role based security feature was tested with different user accounts. It provides the facility 

to limit the access or firewall rule creation for a specific server or servers. Some users 

were able to access only the web based monitoring screen which depends on their 

security rights. 

 

Remote sys-logging was checked using 2 pc’s. The firewall “prefix-log” based entries 

and  daemon process error messages were routed to the main DFS server syslogs. 

 

Prototype was not tested on a wide area network (WAN) due to lack of resources. 

Theoretically DFS Servers rule propagation and encryption will work on the wide area 

network too. (DFS server and the secure protocol is a TCP based protocol). Users should 

change the network connection timeout values on the dfs.conf file as better performance 

depends on the network latency. 

 

 


